
BHD Wholesale 3D
Rose Flower Design Ice Cube Tray Dishwasher Safe Ice Ball Maker Mold Durable Silicone Ic
e Ball Mold

Features:

--Safe and Reliable! The ice ball maker is BPA free and FDA approved.
--Removing air bubbles from the ice eliminates the risk of it breaking up in your drink
--Flawless clarity-In addition to being visually striking, removing air bubbles from the ice also eliminates
the risk of it breaking up in your drink
-- Optimal surface area to volume ratio of ice keeps drinks colder, longer, and with less dilution than a
cube of the same size or several smaller cubes.
 
Specifications:
Item Name  Rose Flower Ice Cube Tray/ Silicone Ice Ball Mold
Material FDA approved silicone rubber, BPA free 
Dimension 17.2*17.2*6.5cm,285g/pc
MOQ 100units
temperature -40 to +230 centigrade 
Logo &
Packing Embossed, Debossed, Printed (Customized) 

feature Nonstick, BPA free, easy wash and reusable 

Instruction 
Wash it with clean water and disinfect it with boiling water before using,
wash it and put it in a clean and dry place after using. Keep it away from
direct sunlight. 

Usage Perfect for DIY frozen ice, pudding, jelly candy, chocolate, and whiskey
drinks  

sample available 















Similar Ice Ball Mold







Ice cube tray& ice ball set

http://http://www.kitchenwaresupplier.com/products/6-cavity-Jumbo-Square-FDA-Silicone-Ice-Cube-Tray-Supplier-6-Ball-Shaped-Ice-Cube-Tray-Factory-Silico.html


Packaging & Shipping

sample available
Sample lead
time 3-7 days 

Packaging 
1) Inner: one piece with opp bag
2) Outer: in carton
3) Packing can be customized 

Shipping
Delivery 

1) By Express, such as DHL, UPS, FEDEX etc.
2) By sea. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
3) By air

Production
lead time 5 ~ 20 days after ordering comfirn (base on the quantity) 



Company Information

Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber & Plastic Products Co., Ltd. with more than 7 years' experience in the field of
silicone and plastic kitchenware.

We are a leading professional manufacturer and supplier of all kinds of silicone kitchenware and we have
been certified on-site by world-leading-inspection SGS company, 100% food grade silicone rubber
material, BPA free guaranteed 

Our advantage:

* We have been verified on-site by world-leading inspection SGS company, 100% food grade silicone
rubber material;
* We're assessed & Gold supplier on Ali Baba, accept TradeAssurance payment 
* We are original manufacturer with our own factory, existing mold & Current stocks, offer competitive



EXW price & High quality;
* We accept OEM / OEM design, customized brand logos both on the products and package, customized
package search as gift box, color band sleeve, cardboard, product instruction sheet, UPC bar code label,
FNSKU label.
* We have a rich experience on FBA Amazon shipment, which can be directly to Amazon.

Contact us

Welcome to visit our website for more silicone hot selling items
Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber & Plastic Products Co., Ltd
URL: www. benhaida .cn
Whats app: + 86-15818564213
Email: maggie (at) benhaida .com
Skype: maggie4272

We have been verified onsite by world-leading inspection company


